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Abstract

26

Background: The novel Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has rapidly evolved into a

27

global emergency with far-reaching consequences. Multiple models predict mounting

28

morbidity and mortality in the absence of appropriate interventions. Screening of sub-clinical

29

cases through technological toolshas the potential to eliminate virus containment in the

30

population.

31

Objective: Our aim was to develop an effective application that detected early COVID-19

32

infections and resulted in four dimensional (4-D) data visualization systems to develop safe

33

networks whilst respecting user privacy.

34

Methods: We proposed an algorithm for a novel form of contact tracing and screening that

35

can detect infection before manifestation of clinical symptoms and signs. We developed a

36

simulation model that demonstrated impact on the pandemic through percent change in the

37

‘trigger point’.

38

Results: A ‘trigger point’ based on personal risk assessment generated a visual report to the

39

community network. The following outcomes were rendered in the app: live surveillance of

40

metadata, hotspot mapping, targeted live health messaging to a large population, an infection

41

control passport technology, and personal hotspot avoidance warnings.Our model suggested

42

that higher adoption of such strategies can potentially eliminate viral carriage in the

43

population.

44

Conclusions: Our proposed technology-enabled screening, detection, and elimination

45

strategy presents a novel approach to eliminate the viral containment. This app could be

46

applied to the COVID-19 pandemic as well as other outbreaks and epidemics in the future to

47

control the unprecedented disease spread.

48
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Introduction

67

As of September 4, 2020, there were 26,016,839 confirmed cases of Coronavirus disease

68

2019 (COVID-19) with 863,020 deaths (1). First identified in China in December 2019, the

69

COVID-19 outbreak was declared a worldwide pandemic on March 11, 2020 (2) with social

70

and economic consequences of unimaginable scale.

71

COVID-19 is mainly a droplet infection transmitted through close contact with infectious

72

people (3); however, studies have reported potential of transmission via infected surfaces,

73

gastrointestinal and airborne routes as well (4). Certain segments of the population which

74

include elderly, people with immunodeficiency, and existing cardiovascular, metabolic, and

75

respiratory diseases are at higher risk (5), and the incubation period varies greatly from 2.5 to

76

more than 20 days (6–8). Infection was initially categorized into four types: mild, moderate,

77

severe, and critical (9); however, the risk of transmission of infection from asymptomatic

78

carriers has also reported(10). The latter is characterized by absence of clinical and

79

radiological findings but similar infectivity as symptomatic cases (11).

80

In order to contain an infection, control practices are broadly categorized as follows:

81

controlling the source of infection, cutting off transmission routes, and protecting the at-risk

82

population (12). Although a vaccine would be the best tool to curb the pandemic by

83

protecting the population atrisk, current clinical trials are in the early investigational phases

84

and will require time until launch and large scale uptake (13). Another strategy that has

85

potential to slow down viral transmission is timely testing and isolation of infected people.

86

Nevertheless, this can be limited by availability of timely testing and diagnostic accuracy.

87

A number of existing diseases or conditions put the COVID-19 afflicted population at a

88

greater risk of dying. Nevertheless, there is scarcity of evidence that this heightened

89

predisposition renders them a different trigger point (i.e. a different disease developing

90

timeline) than the rest of the population. Clearly, the at-risk population needs special and

91

more urgent attention to meet higher costs and infrastructure needs than the rest of the

92

population. In this regard, prediction modeling offers a promisingdecision-making field for

93

detection, diagnosis, and prognosis of infection(14). Prediction models have the advantage of

94

combining several variables to predict risk of infection and assist in triaging people. Several

95

models based on rule based scoring systems to advanced machine learning models have been

96

proposed recently to inform public health and protect lives (15). In addition, a summary of

97

the World Health Organization (WHO) surmise that the research to formulate historic data

98

modeling is sound and carries high credibility (16).

99

Therefore, we propose a novel ‘EPIDEM’ rapid prediction containment strategy to

100

proactively detect potentially infectious people in the pre-clinical stage in order to implement

101

protective and preventive steps that could quickly eliminate infection at large. Moreover,

102

generation of a contact infection-risk passport would aid in limiting spread of infection. We

103

anticipate that the early detection of potential cases based on personal criteria would

104

encourage testing and isolation in a timely and safe manner.

105
106

Methods

107

The proposal of this approach was based on the findings that asymptomatic infections were a

108

barrier to containment of the infection, and implementation of isolation was the best option

109

for asymptomatic carriers (17) and containment of infection (10). The model was based on

110

the ability to predict infection trends in select towns based on the person’s current health

111

condition to risk-stratify as early as possible.

112

Hypothesis: Data can be utilized to build social networks of uninfected contacts and

113

infection-free hotspots in a population to aid COVID-19 elimination.

114
115

The Simulation Model

116

We utilized the following key clinical pointers of a patient’s infectiousness: temperature, dry

117

cough, expectorant, sore throat, shortness of breath, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue,

118

arthralgia, and having pale, clammy skin (18). In order to set the weighting for the EPIDEM

119

trigger point, the order of symptom development was taken into account as follows: fever,

120

cough, nausea and/or vomiting followed by diarrhea (19). Furthermore, comorbidity data was

121

taken into account based on a previous study which has shown high risk for COVID-19

122

mortality associated with diabetes (20).

123

Users would assess their risk by accessing the app. Data provided by the users would

124

quantify their level of risk and an appropriate notification would be displayed on the screen.

125

EPIDEM would enable a four dimensional (4-D) monitoring and outbreak visualization with

126

early identification of the infection. EPIDEM-V1 would allow visualization of groups and

127

hotspots, and generation of a new passport for lay people and public health professionals

128

whereas EPIDEM-V2 would provide the COVID-19 elimination strategy technology.

129

Following identification of an infected person, the EPIDEM-V1 map would display a

130

geographic increase in symptoms and the social link of EPIDEM-V2 would aid in rapid

131

identification of linked contacts.

132

The outbreak detection monitor and trigger would show the rate of change from

133

asymptomatic to various stages of infection. Furthermore, the rate of change over time of

134

early symptoms would be the trigger point to isolate patients quickly. It would appear at the

135

earliest point in the infectious cycle.

136

The COVID-19 infection status passport, an epidemiological artificial intelligence(AI)

137

assessment tool, would give weighted advice to individuals and metadata/exact data to public

138

health professionals. The advice would be displayed in a graph and a color-coded traffic light

139

system.

140
141

Results

142

The COVID-19 Eradication Technology App (http://epideminfo.us/) (21) would enable

143

visualization of 4-D epidemiological outbreaks and instant identification of outbreak location,

144

scale, speed, and stage.

145
146

Principal findings

147

1. We visualized the onset of symptoms with the daily epidemiological EPIDEM (V1 and

148
149

V2) map of an at-risk population.
2. We analyzed the percent change in individual health weighting caused by COVID-19

150

using screening questions. The trigger to detect the onset of symptoms was the increase in

151

a person’s health weighting for two or more consecutive days or a single day of unusual

152

upward change.

153

3. We developed the algorithm for preliminary detection of COVID-19 from data and the

154

structured query language (SQL) detected people with worsening symptoms. This group

155

of people were color graded and added to a Google heatmap.

156

4. The app rendered the following outcomes: live surveillance of metadata, hotspot

157

mapping, targeted live health messaging to a large population, an infection control

158

passport technology, and personal hotspot avoidance warnings.

159
160

Discussion

161

With the start of the pandemic, many novel applications were developed in order to control

162

the rapid spread of COVID-19 infection. Apps served diverse public health needs such as

163

epidemiological surveillance, rapid case identification, interruption of community

164

transmission, public communication and provision of clinical care (22). The adoption of

165

individualized risk prediction models to inform decision making and clinical care is

166

increasing with time. Furthermore, these applications serve an additional advantage of

167

providing many novel findings such as the association of the risk of infection with socio-

168

economic status, ethnicity, and medical history such as prior flu and pneumococcal

169

vaccination (23).

170

Data visualization tools for decision making that synthesize real time public health data have

171

also gained popularity in keeping the public informed (24,25). Some of the apps are based on

172

time series data from region-level to case-level (25). In case of time and region dependent

173

data, model recalibration is also of prime importance (23). Nevertheless, there seems to be a

174

lack of data on effectiveness of contact-tracing apps in literature therefore the quality and

175

consistency of data remains of concern.

176

A review of literature showed that apps in use in the UK (26) and Singapore (27) served as

177

good surveillance tools that monitored infections; however, this is of limited utility in case of

178

asymptomatic infections. Hence, digital contact tracing tools have gained importance in

179

larger populations. Such technologies have been implemented in China (28), South Korea

180

(29), and Norway (30). One of the limitations of digital contact tracing is the need for a large

181

population to use the app. For instance, there was merely 30% reported uptake of a tracer app

182

in Singapore (31). Key practical issues remained such as differentiating clinical COVID-19

183

infections from other respiratory illnesses, understanding of contacts that were deemed to be

184

close enough for transmission, and determining adequate exposure time that was considered

185

long enough to trigger an alert.

186

In our present work, through integration of live data and user privacy-protected metadata, we

187

provided visualization of the evolution of the epidemic and effectiveness of a four-pillared

188

eradication technology, namelyCOVID-19 protection, avoidance, detection, and surveillance.

189

Our findings indicated that creation of COVID-19 free hotspots had the potential to allow

190

faster reopening of socioeconomic activities and workplaces.

191
192

EPIDEM can find infected populations at the earliest point in time

193

Epidemiology is a great tool for modeling historical data and the core engine of EPIDEM

194

makes use of it for risk predictions. Our proposed app-based strategy would detect infections

195

at the earliest point in time. Since many infections occur in the preclinical stage before the

196

onset of any symptoms or signs, isolating people after the development of symptoms would

197

lose the window of opportunity. Hence, potential cases should be detected before symptom

198

manifestationto reduce spread of infection. In addition, reducing proximity to potential cases

199

is important. The risk of infection is greatest within 1.5-2 meters for at least 10-15 minutes

200

(32). Our mathematical model of tracing showed fast tracking which has the potential to

201

eliminate viral carriage in the community and resolving large scale lockdown measures.

202
203

EPIDEM uses the same infection symptom trigger point for the entire population

204

So far, diverse symptom and risk screening applications have been adopted worldwide.

205

Screening effectiveness varies considerably with some sources suggesting less than 50%

206

detection amidst the growing epidemic (33,34). Screening can also be limited by the

207

ineffectiveness to detect individuals earlyin the incubation period and those early on after the

208

onset of symptoms. This is further complicated by individual variation in the incubation

209

period. To improve the effectiveness of screening, we utilized the following strategies: the

210

natural history of infection with increasing likelihood to detect symptoms with the time since

211

first exposure, and developing the same infection trigger point for the entire population.

212

EPIDEMsupplied high quality live epidemiological data in infection zones and accounted for

213

the percentage of subclinical cases that were likely to be missed.We accounted for the user’s

214

age to address age discrepancies in mortality which is highest in the elderly (20), and age-

215

related variations in sub-clinical cases.

216
217

EPIDEM supplies information to resource the health response in accordance with

218

medically predisposed population counts in an infection zone

219

Real-time disease surveillance at population level through aggregate and individual-level

220

datawould deliver scientific resources to educate the public about COVID-19 and information

221

on avoidance of infection via social distancing and other measures. Moreover, aggregated

222

data would deliver detailed visualization maps that would highlight areas of potential high

223

number of cases, connect individuals with low risk, and create healthy connected

224

communities.

225
226

EPIDEM can supply relevant information updates to at risk populations (as advised by

227

professionals i.e. higher morbidity in population with preexisting conditions)

228

Evidence suggests that certain conditions such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and

229

obesity, predispose individuals to higher risk of morbidity and poor outcomes (35). Risk

230

prediction through integration of personal assessment would deliver tailored information to

231

individuals at high risk due to COVID-19. In order to address the question of the at-risk

232

population, we clarified ‘existing conditions’ and did a statistical count of patients in an at-

233

risk area. EPIDEM can supply this data live and updated on a daily basis which would be

234

beneficial for health resource allocation as well.

235
236

EPIDEM harnesses the power of lay epidemic crowd vigilance (as defined by

237

professionals)

238

Public support and active participation of users can be substantially harnessed for data

239

processing with significant results. The data on proximity of two individuals would be

240

enough to derive risk assessments. EPIDEMmakes use of the vigilance of the entire

241

population to spot outbreaks, and to assist in isolating and referring very early symptomatic

242

patients to health care workers.

243
244

EPIDEM uses social media crowd vigilance to assist in infection spotting and

245

quarantining compliance (as defined by professionals)

246

Modern technologies have immensely aided people during this pandemic and use of social

247

media has the potential to greatly encourage community-wide containment and elimination of

248

the virus. This would be achieved via data surveillance, targeted decision making about

249

quarantine of potentially exposed contacts, and encouragement of health checks.

250
251

EPIDEM applies social media pressures for policing and quarantining compliance ( as

252

defined by professionals)

253

Social media epidemiology is a powerful policing tool because friends, family, neighbors,

254

and business contacts can watch each other to keep themselves safe in a social media circle of

255

trust and vigilance. This is a lay-grassroots epidemiological vigilancewhich assists health

256

professionals in containing outbreaks, tracking patients, and leading to EPIDEM being a

257

COVID-19 eradication and strategy tool. We utilized an effective approach to enforce

258

quarantine rules by notification to exposed persons and warnings before entering ‘high-risk

259

zones’. If the person would be in close proximity to a potentially infected user, it would lead

260

to generation of a notification to go into quarantine at home. Furthermore, the user can take

261

further steps to contact local health departments to get tested for COVID-19 as soon as

262

possible to determine the further course of action. Hence, we anticipate a more effective

263

contact tracing system complying with existing guidelines.

264
265

EPIDEM adds a live four dimensional visualization surveillance tool to an

266

epidemiologist’s arsenal of tools

267

Our epidemiological model where one is considered to be potentially infectious or

268

susceptible to infection would systematically produce updated data across time to visualize

269

spread of infection. Individuals may move to a new point at each unit in time from the prior

270

contact point. As EPIDEM uses historic modeling reduced to a weighting algorithm, this

271

algorithm would be adjusted when new historic data changes the weighting of evidence with

272

the aim to supply the best extrapolation to help minimize the current outbreak.

273
274

Conclusions

275

The EPIDEM application has the ability to fight the rapid transmission of COVID-19 and

276

similar epidemics and pandemics in the future. With increasing digitalization in the COVID-

277

19 era, we anticipate similar health technologies to be on the forefront to fight healthcare

278

challenges in the future.
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